
2. The Other Side of the Biblical Narrative

Updates/Prayer Requests (Keep track of these to view progress of group and Gods work)

Current Events (Always stay alert about things going on around the world)

Memory Verse(Place the word in your mind and heart)

Video Recap: State of Mind
-Mk Ultra (Manchurian Candidate, Super soldiers)
-Operation Paperclip
-Propaganda

-90% of the news is owned by the same 6 people
-Prescott Bush

*How do you fight against this societal/mind control?
-Ask questions
-Do your own research

Lesson: Genesis 1-11
-Read Gen 3:1-7
-What are first 4 lessons we learn about satan?

-He is subtle 
-Makes you questions God
-Offers secret knowledge (knowledge of good and evil)
-Apotheosis (to become gods)

-Read Genesis 6:1-13
-Satan kicked out because he tried to overthrow God

-Tricked angels to follow him
-Tricks people to follow him
*Read Zenith 2016 pg 194, 195, 196*

We are going through this to know why occults do what they do and what they actually do and 
where they come from



-So these fallen angels (AKA Watchers) followed satan and got kicked out of heaven down to 
earth. They still have heavenly knowledge (of creation, physics, science, weapons, psychology). They 
shared it with men to pull men away from God. All men have to do is participate in Theurgistic 
practices (means doing something to influence “the gods.” Sacrifices to get knowledge.)

-Watchers skilled in
-Warfare
-Scientific Advancements 
-Administration/controling people
-Spiritual matters (apotheosis)

-Along with providing knowledge they corrupt DNA
-Animal and Human sex

-Goal was to distort creation so Jesus could never come
-Thats why the Bible showing the generations of Jesus is so important

-Angel and Human sex 
-Created Nephlim (Irredeemable because of fallen angels nature)
*Zenith 2016 pg 198

SIDE NOTE THEORY: Spirits of the Nephlims that were killed in the flood are today’s demons.

-Flood Happens. Nephalim killed but the watchers are not because they are not bound to our 3 
dimensional world. So God took 90% and put them in a pit/chains under the earth (Book of Enoch). 
This made it easier to withstand evil.

-Read  10:1-11 (Specifically verse 8-9)
-Up to Nimrod

-He began to be a nephlim
-changed his DNA
-“mighty one in the earth” = same Hebrew verbs in Gen 6 when describing 
   children of fallen angels

-Read Gen 11:1-9
-He began to control people through administrative power and architecture 
 advancements.

-Bricks (conformed to fit anywhere) and Stones (unique and purposeful, God 
  only uses stones)
-One world Government, military, religion, economy
-United against God

-Very Smart in spiritual matters
-Tower of Babel was an effort to reach spiritual dimension of fallen angels to 
access the secret knowledge. The knowledge was on how to become a god. It 
was a portal to a different dimension. The main reason is was tall to protect 
against another flood.

-Noah could have still been alive at this time 
-Matthew 24:37

*Zenith 2016 pg 201



-Recap From “satans view”
-Gets kicked out of heaven unfairly. 
-Tries to better humanity with knowledge that God keeps for himself. 
-He is actually the good guy (NOT EVEN CLOSE TO REALITY)

This is all applicable to today. The goals of satan are the same. His methods are largely the same. If we 
understand this then we can see how it applies to today. 

HOMEWORK: NWO: Secret societies and Biblical prophecy
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYZksdzVxic)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYZksdzVxic

